ACCELERATESCHEDULING

ACADIS SCHEDULING
Unlike Microsoft® Outlook®, standard appointment
books or campus calendaring software, Acadis
Scheduling was specifically designed to automate
the scheduling of high-liability, multi-subject,
blended-training classes.
Acadis Scheduling uses a rules-based approach
to automatically assign appropriate instructors,
facilities and training equipment to your classes. It
puts everyone on the same page: Registrars know
when classes are starting, facility managers know
when classrooms and training sites need to be
ready, and instructors know precisely where they
need to be.
And as conditions change (and they always do), you
can rely on Acadis Scheduling to help you stay agile
and flexible. You can adjust scheduling in real time,
all while continually optimizing use of your training
resources.
You set your unique business rules. Then the
scheduling engine kicks in to make capacity
planning and conflict resolution a snap. So you
can stay on top of a constantly changing training

landscape — and in command of all the variables
that can determine your training success.
Whether your trainees are in the classroom, on
the range or online, you can finally manage class
schedules, instructors, facilities and resources
with ease.

KEY BENEFITS
Cut Scheduling Time by up to 90%: Set your business
rules and automatically schedule multiple classes,
instructors, and resources based on those parameters —
and save countless hours of legwork in the process
Optimize Resources: Ensure the right instructors and
right equipment are assigned to the right class (and
facilities) at the right time
Avoid Conflicts: Readily identify scheduling conflicts and
automatically receive suggestions for which resources
can help resolve those conflicts
Fill in the Gaps: Identify instructor and resource shortfalls
for scheduled classes, and use them to aid short- and
long-term planning

“At the time we installed the Acadis scheduling module, we were moving to a large training facility with many more
classrooms and a highly complex curriculum design. By implementing Acadis’ easy-to-use curriculum model, we were able to
avoid hiring two additional full time schedulers.”
– Oregon Department of Public Safety Standards and Training
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ACADIS SCHEDULING
FEATURE COMPARISON
Unlike generic systems from competitors, the Acadis® Readiness Suite was built from the ground up to meet the unique needs of law
enforcement, public safety and military communities. We invite you to take a closer look at everything it has to offer. When you do,
you’ll find that Acadis Readiness Solutions compare very favorably across the board. Because feature-for-feature, benefit-by-benefit,
only Acadis delivers a truly comprehensive set of tools that give users the confidence to know that their personnel and resources are
ready for whatever awaits.
Comparable

FEATURE

ACADIS

Partial

Limited

GENERIC

Create and print class calendars
Schedule instructional resources
Schedule individual classrooms, facilities and equipment
Supports complex, multi-week training programs
Single-click automated class creation based on business rules
Intelligent auto-assignment of instructor, facility and equipment
Automated conflict avoidance and alerts
Instructor and personnel load balancing
Individual calendars (instructor, class, facility, resource)
Distributed management of instructor and personnel availability
Analyze and publish instructional staff shortfalls and requests for instructor support
Model scheduling scenarios to optimize class start dates
Unlimited schedule creation templates
Monitor schedule conflicts in real time
E-mail instructor schedules/online instructor calendars
Full integration with Acadis Training, Housing, Registration and Instructor Scheduling Portal
High-security system framework (FedRAMP-authorized and FISMA & DHS 4300 compliant)

READINESS SAVES LIVES.
To us, that’s more than a tagline. It’s a simple truth. And it’s what inspired us to develop the Acadis Readiness Suite.
Acadis is a flagship family of solutions from Envisage Technologies that embody a single, powerful idea: to make certain our police,
emergency services and military communities are trained, equipped and ready to respond.
Please contact us for more information on all of our Acadis solutions and to schedule a demonstration.
Toll Free: (888) 313 - 8324
Local: (812) 330 - 7101
Email: sales@envisagenow.com
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